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Executive summary
NSW Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) in partnership with VicRoads has
commenced investigations into the replacement of the existing Tooleybuc Bridge over the Murray
River at Tooleybuc on the NSW/Victorian border in south-western NSW (the proposal).
The existing Tooleybuc Bridge is a single lane lifting span Allan truss timber bridge, which
commenced operation in 1924. It is located on the Mallee Highway, which currently travels through
Tooleybuc, linking Balranald in south-western NSW to the Murray Valley and Mallee Highways in
north-western Victoria. The Mallee Highway is a strategic freight route in NSW and Victoria and has
also been identified as an alternate freight route between Sydney and Adelaide.
Given the importance of the route as a freight corridor, the proposal will be delivered as part of the
NSW Government’s ‘Bridges for the Bush’ funding program. Replacement of the existing Tooleybuc
Bridge will meet the main objectives of the ‘Bridges for the Bush’ program by reducing maintenance
and ongoing costs associated with timber truss bridges. The existing Tooleybuc Bridge is currently not
able to accommodate High Mass Limit (HML) vehicles. A new bridge at Tooleybuc would cater for
HML vehicles, allowing them to be able to travel along the strategic Mallee Highway freight corridor
between Balranald and the Murray Valley, increasing the productivity of road freight transport.
The study area on the western (Victorian) side of the Murray River comprises a 1.5 kilometre square
corridor, centred on the existing Tooleybuc Bridge and Mallee Highway, extending south-west to the
Murray Valley Highway. On the eastern (NSW) side of the Murray River, the width of the study area
gradually narrows from 1.5 kilometres to about 320 metres. The eastern section of the study area
terminates immediately adjacent to the Tooleybuc Cemetery, about two kilometres north-east of the
existing Tooleybuc Bridge and the Tooleybuc Township. The proposal area, located within the study
area encompasses three possible corridor options for the location of the bridge replacement, defined
as the central corridor, upstream corridor and downstream corridor. The three possible corridor
options were displayed to the local community through a public information session held in April 2013.
This report identifies the potential Non-Aboriginal heritage related constraints associated with the
bridge replacement within the study area.
To identify non-Aboriginal heritage constraints within the study area, a desktop review and site
inspection were undertaken. Searches of relevant heritage inventories as part of the desktop review
on 16 August 2013 identified the existing Tooleybuc Bridge is listed on the NSW State Heritage
Register (#01482) and the Victorian State Heritage Register (VHR H0765). The Tooleybuc Bridge
Keepers Cottage; an item of local historic significance not currently listed on any historic register was
identified during the desktop review. The curtilage of the Bridge Keepers Cottage also includes three
memorial plaques and a historic punt gate.
Two additional potential non-Aboriginal heritage items were identified within the study area during a
site inspection on Thursday 29 August 2013. These items include a historic mooring cross (embedded
into an Aboriginal scarred tree) and a historic engine, placed on display in a public park area. These
were assessed as having local historic heritage significance. The mooring cross site also has
Aboriginal cultural heritage values due to the tree’s scar.
No further non-Aboriginal heritage features or areas of non-Aboriginal heritage potential were
identified within the bounds of the study area.
Should the identification of the preferred proposal corridor and subsequent concept design
development identify that one or more items of identified non-Aboriginal heritage significance would
be potentially impacted by the proposal, additional non-Aboriginal heritage investigations will need to
be undertaken, including the Statements of Heritage Impact (SOHI) for each affected item. The
SOHIs should comply with relevant Victorian and NSW State guidelines and would include
safeguards and mitigation strategies to minimise the potential direct and indirect impacts.
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Introduction

NSW Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) in partnership with VicRoads has
commenced investigations into the replacement of the existing bridge over the Murray River at
Tooleybuc on the NSW/Victorian border in south-western NSW (the proposal).
The existing Tooleybuc Bridge is a single lane lifting span Allan truss timber bridge, which
commenced operation in 1924. It is located on the Mallee Highway and travels through Tooleybuc,
linking Balranald in south-western NSW to the Murray Valley and Mallee Highways in north-western
Victoria. The Mallee Highway is a strategic freight route in NSW and Victoria and has also been
identified as an alternate freight route between Sydney and Adelaide.
Given the importance of the route as a freight corridor, the proposal will be delivered as part of the
NSW Government’s ‘Bridges for the Bush’ funding program. Replacement of the existing Tooleybuc
Bridge will meet the main objectives of the ‘Bridges for the Bush’ program by reducing maintenance
and ongoing costs associated with timber truss bridges. The existing Tooleybuc Bridge is currently not
able to accommodate High Mass Limit (HML) vehicles. A new bridge at Tooleybuc would cater for
HML vehicles, allowing them to be able to travel along the strategic Mallee Highway freight corridor
between Balranald and the Murray Valley, increasing the productivity of road freight transport.
This report identifies the potential Non-Aboriginal heritage-related constraints associated with the
bridge replacement within the study area.

1.1

Study Area

The study area on the western (Victorian) side of the Murray River comprises a 1.5 kilometre square
corridor, centred on the existing Tooleybuc Bridge and Mallee Highway, extending south-west to the
Murray Valley Highway. On the eastern (NSW) side of the Murray River, the width of the study area
gradually narrows from 1.5 kilometres to about 320 metres. The eastern section of the study area
terminated immediately adjacent to the Tooleybuc Cemetery, about two kilometres north-east of the
existing Tooleybuc Bridge and the Tooleybuc Township (refer to Figure 1-1). The proposal area,
located within the study area encompasses three possible corridor options for the location of the
bridge replacement, defined as the central corridor, upstream corridor and downstream corridor (refer
to Figure 1-2).

1.2

Proposal corridors

The preferred option and exact area of disturbance have not yet been defined. The three possible
corridor options were displayed to the local community through a public information session held in
April 2013 for feedback. The proposal would replace the existing bridge across the Murray River at
Tooleybuc, with associated tie-ins to the existing local road network to provide connectivity either side
of the Murray River. The three possible corridor options being considered are described below.

1.2.1

Option one: central corridor

The central corridor option is about 2.3 kilometres in length and 170 metres wide. On the Victorian
side, the central corridor option generally follows the existing Mallee Highway road reserve for about
300 metres, where it then crosses the Murray River at the same location as the existing Tooleybuc
Bridge. The central corridor option then extends north for about 320 metres along Murray Street from
the existing Tooleybuc Bridge to the intersection with Lea Street (Mallee Highway). The corridor then
follows the existing Lea Street/Mallee Highway alignment for about 360 metres, terminating southwest of the Tooleybuc Cemetery (refer to Figure 1-2).
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1.2.2

Option two: upstream corridor

The upstream corridor option is about 300 metres wide and 2.4 kilometres in length, situated south of
the existing Tooleybuc Bridge. The upstream corridor extends for about 400 metres on the western
side of the Murray River. From the west, the upstream corridor follows the existing Mallee Highway for
about 250 metres. As the upstream corridor approaches the Murray River, it deviates south of the
Mallee Highway road reserve and crosses the Murray River about 150 metres south of the existing
Tooleybuc Bridge. The alignment of the upstream corridor then generally heads directly east,
following Grant Street to its intersection with Wood Street. At this point the upstream corridor heads
north-east, intersecting agricultural land where it then joins the Mallee Highway and terminates about
480 metres south-west of Tooleybuc Cemetery (refer to Figure 1-2).

1.2.3

Option three: downstream corridor

The downstream corridor option is about 2.2 kilometres long and 150 metres wide, and is located
north of the existing Tooleybuc Bridge. The downstream corridor option crosses the Murray River
about 250 metres downstream of the existing Tooleybuc Bridge. On the Victorian side, the
downstream corridor option deviates from the existing Mallee Highway, and travels north-east of the
existing Mallee Highway, through vegetated Crown land and privately owned land. On the NSW side
of the Murray River, a new alignment of the Mallee Highway would be required. This section of the
downstream corridor would be about 230 metres in length and would pass through parkland managed
by Wakool Shire Council and a section of the Tooleybuc Tourist Park, before re-joining the existing
Mallee Highway road reserve from its intersection with Murray Street. The downstream corridor option
would then follow the existing Mallee Highway road reserve for about 1.8 kilometres (refer to Figure
1-2).
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Figure 1-1

Regional locality
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Figure 1-2

The study area
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Figure 1-3

Proposal Corridors
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2

Legislative considerations

A number of planning and legislative documents govern how heritage is managed in NSW, Victoria
and more broadly, Australia. The following section provides an overview of these.

7.3
2.1.1

Commonwealth Legislation
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999

The Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) took
effect on 16 July 2000.
Under Part 9 of the EPBC Act, any action that is likely to have a significant impact on a matter of
National Environmental Significance (known as a controlled action under the Act), may only progress
with the approval of the Commonwealth Minister for the Environment. An action is defined as a
project, development, undertaking, activity (or series of activities), or alteration.
The EPBC Act defines ‘environment’ as both natural and cultural environments and therefore includes
Indigenous and non-Indigenous historic cultural heritage items. Under the EPBC Act, protected
heritage items are listed on the National Heritage List (items of significance to the nation) or the
Commonwealth Heritage List (items belonging to the Commonwealth or its agencies). These two lists
replaced the Register of the National Estate (RNE). While the RNE has been suspended and is no
longer a statutory list, it remains available as an archive.

2.2

NSW Legislation

2.2.1

The Heritage Act 1977

The Heritage Act 1977 was enacted to conserve the environmental heritage of NSW. Under section
32, places, buildings, works, relics, moveable objects or precincts of heritage significance are
protected by means of either Interim Heritage Orders (IHO) or by listing on the State Heritage
Register (SHR). Items that are assessed as having State heritage significance can be listed on the
SHR by the Minister on the recommendation of the Heritage Council.
Archaeological relics (any relics that are buried) are protected by the provisions of section 139. Under
this section it is illegal to disturb or excavate any land knowing or suspecting that the disturbance or
excavation will or is likely to result in a relic being discovered, exposed, moved, damaged or
destroyed. In such cases, an excavation permit under section 140 is required. Note that no formal
listing is required for archaeological relics; they are automatically protected if they are of local
significance or higher.
Proposals to alter, damage, move or destroy places, buildings, works, relics, moveable objects or
precincts protected by an IHO or listed on the SHR require an approval under section 60. Some of the
sites listed on the SHR or on LEPs may either be ‘relics’ or have relics associated with them. In such
cases, a section 60 approval is also required for any disturbance to relics associated with a listed
item.
Under Section 170 of the Heritage Act, NSW government agencies are required to maintain a register
of heritage assets. The register places obligations on the agencies, but not on non-government
proponents, beyond their responsibility to assess the impact on surrounding heritage items.

2.2.2

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979

The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) stipulates that impacts to
environmental features are assessed prior to any proposed development works proceeding. The
EP&A Act requires that Local Government Areas (LGAs) have Development Control Plans (DCPs)
and Local Environmental Plans (LEPs) that list and protect locally significant heritage items as well as
to guide appropriate environmental assessment. The LEP relevant to the study area is the Wakool
Local Environmental Plan (LEP) 1992.
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2.2.3

State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007

The State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 (ISEPP) aims to facilitate the effective
delivery of infrastructure across NSW. Clause 94 of ISEPP permits development on any land for the
purpose of a road or road infrastructure facilities to be carried out by or on behalf of a public authority
without consent. As the proposal would be carried out by Roads and Maritime in partnership with
VicRoads, development consent from council is not required.
Part 2 of the ISEPP contains provisions for public authorities to consult with local councils and other
public authorities prior to the commencement of certain types of development. Clause 14 of ISEPP
relates to consultation with councils regarding development with impacts on local heritage. Clause
14(1) states that this clause applies to development carried out by or on behalf of a public authority if
the development is likely to have an impact that is not minor or inconsequential on a local heritage
item (other than a local heritage item that is also a State heritage item) or a heritage conservation
area, and is development that is permitted to be carried out without consent as prescribed in the
ISEPP.
Clause 14 (2) of ISEPP, states that ‘a public authority, or a person acting on behalf of a public
authority, must not carry out development to which this clause applies unless the authority or person
has:
(a) had an assessment of the impact prepared, and
(b) given written notice of the intention to carry out the development, with a copy of the
assessment, to the council for the area in which the heritage item or heritage conservation
area (or relevant part of such an area) is located, and
(c) taken into consideration any response to the notice that is received from the council within 21
days after the notice is given’.
In accordance with the requirements of ISEPP, Roads and Maritime would consult with Wakool Shire
Council throughout the environmental planning process for the proposal regarding impacts to nonAboriginal heritage items of local significance.

2.2.4

Wakool Local Environmental Plan 1992

The Wakool LEP 1992 covers heritage items within the locality of Tooleybuc.
Clause 26(1) of the Wakool LEP states that
‘A person shall not, in respect of a building, work, relic, tree or place that is a heritage item:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

demolish or alter the building or work,
damage or move the relic,
excavate for the purpose of exposing or removing the relic
damage or despoil the place or tree,
erect a building on or subdivide land on which the building, work or relic is situated or that
comprises the place, or
(f) damage any tree on land on which the building, work or relic is situated or on the land which
comprises the place,

except with the consent of the Council’.
Clause 26(2) of the Wakool LEP states that:
‘The Council shall not grant consent to a development application required by subclause (1) unless it
has taken into consideration the extent to which the carrying out of the proposed development would
affect the heritage significance of the item and any stylistic or horticultural features of its setting’.
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2.2.5

Other considerations

In addition the following NSW policies and guidelines were considered in this assessment:
•

NSW Heritage Manual (1996a).

•

The Burra Charter (the Australia ICOMOS charter for places of Cultural Significance)(ICOMOS
(Australia), 1999).

•

Assessing Heritage Significance (NSW Heritage Office, 2001).

•

Heritage Curtilages (NSW Heritage Office & NSW Department of Urban Affairs and Planning,
1996a).

•

Levels of Heritage Significance (NSW Heritage Office, 2008).

2.3

Victorian Legislation

2.3.1

Planning and Environment Act 1987

The Planning and Environment Act allows for statutory planning scheme protection of both Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal heritage sites and places. Heritage places of local significance are often identified
within local municipal planning schemes and protected by the application of Heritage Overlay
controls. A planning permit from the relevant local Council is required to impact on any site or place
covered by such a Heritage Overlay (VicRoads, 2007). The existing Tooleybuc bridge is listed as
Heritage Overlay item HO215 under the Swan Hill Planning Scheme (refer to Section 2.3.3)

2.3.2

The Heritage Act 1995

The Victorian Heritage Act 1995 is administered by Heritage Victoria and is the key piece of Victorian
heritage legislation relevant to the proposal. The Heritage Act 1995 identifies and protects heritage
places and objects that are of State significance, including:
•

Historic archaeological sites and artefacts.

•

Historic buildings, structures and precincts.

•

Gardens, trees and cemeteries.

•

Cultural landscapes.

•

Shipwrecks and relics.

•

Significant objects.

The main purposes of the Heritage Act 1995 are(a)
(b)
(c)

To provide for the protection and conservation of places and objects of cultural heritage
significance and the registration of such places and objects; and
To establish a Heritage Council; and
To establish a Victorian Heritage Register.

There are two categories of listing under the Heritage Act 1995; the Heritage Register and the
Heritage Inventory. The Heritage Register includes all places, relics, buildings, objects or shipwrecks
within Victoria that are deemed to be of outstanding cultural significance. The Heritage Inventory is a
listing of all non-Aboriginal places or objects that are identified as historic archaeological sites, areas
and relics. It is an offence to disturb or destroy a place or object on the Heritage Register or Heritage
Inventory without a permit from the Executive Director of Heritage Victoria. (VicRoads, 2007).
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Under the conditions of the Act a person must not remove, demolish damage, despoil, develop, alter
or excavate all or any part of a registered place. Further, a person must not remove, demolish,
damage, despoil, relocate or disturb the position of a fixed registered object.
In accordance with section 67 of the Heritage Act 1995, a person may apply to the Executive Director
for a permit to carry out works or activities in relation to a registered place or registered object. Upon
receiving an application, the Executive Director would generally publish a local notice, giving anyone
with an interest in the site an opportunity to make submissions on the application. In determining such
an application, the Executive Director must consider:
•

The extent to which the application, if approved, would affect the cultural heritage significance
of the registered place or object.

•

The extent to which the application, if refused, would affect the reasonable and economic use
of the registered place or object.

•

Any submissions made in relation to the application.

•

The extent to which the application, if refused, would unreasonable detrimentally affect the
ability of the public authority to carry out a statutory duty specified in the application.

•

Any matters relating to the protection and conservation of the place or object that the Executive
Director considers relevant.

Under section 71, the Executive Director must give a copy of the permit application within 14 days
after receipt, to the responsible authority for the area in which the registered place or registered object
is situated.
The issuance of permits is undertaken in accordance with section 74 of the Heritage Act 1995. Under
Section 74, the Executive Director may refuse to issue the permit or issue the permit for all or some of
the proposed works and activities specified in the permit application. Permits can be issued on any
terms and conditions that the Executive Director deems fit.
The Executive Director must determine an application within 60 days after its receipt, unless the
Heritage Council, on the application of the Executive Director, has extended that period by a further
period of up to 60 days.

2.3.3

Swan Hill Planning Scheme

Swan Hill Rural City Council protects a number of heritage listed properties under the Swan Hill
Planning Scheme. Protected properties are listed in a series of data-sheets available online through
the Swan Hill Rural City Council website. It is recommended by Council that prior to any proposed
works commencing the Town Planning Department be contacted in order to determine whether the
proposed works impact on any heritage listings. The existing Tooleybuc Bridge is currently listed as
Heritage Overlay item HO215 under the Swan Hill Planning Scheme. Under Victoria’s planning
scheme number 43.01-6 Aboriginal heritage places are “also subject to the requirements of the
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006” (Allom Lovell & Associates, 2001)

Swan Hill Heritage Study Stage 1 and Stage 2
A Heritage Study was undertaken across the Swan Hill municipality in two stages. The Stage One
Heritage Study included the identification of 204 potential sites of heritage significance across the
municipality, and the preparation of a draft datasheet for each site, detailing site details and available
historic information. Stage Two of the Heritage Study involved a re-assessment of these sites with a
view to definitively establish their cultural significance. The sites were graded A, B or C to determine
which should be given protection by the Heritage Overlay of the Swan Hill Planning Scheme. The
grading scheme was as follows:
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•

Grade A: places of state and national importance which are irreplaceable parts of Australia’s
cultural heritage. Grade A places are recommended for inclusion on the Victorian Heritage
Register, the Register of the National Estate and the Heritage Overlay schedule of the Rural
City of Swan Hill Planning Scheme.

•

Grade B: defined as places which provide evidence of the historical, agricultural and social
development of the municipality and which may make a considerable scientific or aesthetic
contribution to the municipality. Grade B places are recommended for inclusion on the Register
of the National Estate and individual Heritage Overlay controls in the planning scheme.

•

Grade C: places of local significance, representative of the historical, scientific, aesthetic or
social development of the Rural City of Swan Hill. Grade C places are recommended for
individual Heritage Overlay Controls.

The existing Tooleybuc Bridge was assessed as part of the Stage 2 Heritage Study as having
heritage significance Grade C and is listed as site HO215 under the Swan Hill Planning Scheme on
the Heritage Overlay.

2.3.4

Other considerations

In addition, the Victorian Guidelines for investigating historical archaeological artefacts and sites
(Department of Planning and Community Development, 2012) was also considered throughout the
preparation of this report.
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3

Historical context

3.1

History of Tooleybuc

3.1.1

The settlement of Tooleybuc

The Murray River acts as the dividing line between the states of NSW and Victoria, with Tooleybuc
located on the NSW (eastern) side. Tooleybuc is situated within the Wakool Shire LGA, within the
western Riverina district. The Mallee Highway runs through Tooleybuc and acts as a major
contemporary freight route linking NSW to Victoria, as well as an alternate freight route between
Sydney and Adelaide.
By 1847 the saltbush plain landscape of the Tooleybuc area had been taken up for grazing sheep,
with whaling entrepreneur Ben Boyd establishing the Puon Buon run in the 1840s. This run was later
owned by William Degraves, followed by Christopher Bagot in the 1850s. By the 1860s the Trust and
Agency Co. ran 32,000 sheep at the Puon Buon run, a number that had increased to 50,000 by the
time J. Lawrence held the property in the late nineteenth century (NSW Office of Environment and
Heritage, 2009).
Tooleybuc Post Office first opened for business on the first of February 1873 as an adjunct to a store
and the public-house, being a riverside hotel called the Tooley Buc (The Argus, 1876). From the
1870s onwards, a vehicular punt was in operation in conjunction with the Tooley Buc, to allow easy
access from the NSW side to the Victorian side of the Murray River. The Murray River was a regular
thoroughfare for river steamers during this period as well, utilised for the transportation of wool (NSW
Office of Environment and Heritage, 2009).
On 29 January 1876, the Argus newspaper published a feature on the riverine trade along the Murray
River which described Tooleybuc as a sheep and cattle crossing. Apart from the publichouse/store/post office the only other building described at this time was a small wooden chapel. The
feature described both structures as appearing to be unused, but noted settlement was present in the
surrounding area (The Argus, 1876). The Tooleybuc Post Office was later closed on the sixteenth of
August 1885 (Premier Postal Auctions, 2005).
The Puon Buon run was subdivided shortly before the First World War, and shifted from the sheep
industry to agriculture, particularly fruit growing. The subdivision of land also assisted in the
development of Tooleybuc as a town (NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, 2009). In 1904, the
Tooleybuc Scheme had been “constituted to advise of the practability of securing a water supply” for
the area (Bendigo Advertiser, 1904). The board for the scheme included Surveyor-General Mr. Reed,
Water Supply Department engineer Mr. Kenyon and roads and bridges engineer for the Public Works
Department, Mr. Catani (Bendigo Advertiser, 1904). Those residing in Tooleybuc were keen to see it
develop further, with locals forming the Tooleybuc Railway League in 1911, a group whose entire
purpose was to advocate “the construction of a railway from Tooleybuc to Balranald, via Wakool
Crossing” (The Farmer and Settler, 1911). Although the railway was not to be, development did
continue with the Tooleybuc Central School being established in 1916, and by 1917 it had a total of
30 to 35 students (Swan Hill Guardian and Lake Boga Advocate, 1917a). With the motto “strive to do
well” it has since catered for students studying from kindergarten through to Year 12 in a small school
environment.

3.1.2

The demand for a permanent crossing

The area was subject to weather extremes, with drought, fire and flood encountered by pastoralists
across the area (Swan Hill Guardian and Lake Boga Advocate, 1917b, 1918b), along with associated
mice plagues (Swan Hill Guardian and Lake Boga Advocate, 1917a). Despite the harsh extremes, the
fruit growing and pastoral industry developed in the area and subsequently local farmers sought
easier access across the Murray River than the existing punt. In 1916, the Swan Hill Guardian and
Lake Boga Advocate published an article advocating the construction of a bridge in order to deal with
what it referred to as the “disgraceful crossing” at Tooleybuc:
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“There are thousands of bags of wheat on the New South Wales side which would be sent to the
Piangil railway if there was a bridge. Bullock teams are now carting wheat to the punt, but the
teams will not cross. The owners of the wheat have to bring their horse teams to cross the wheat
on punt, and the punt will only carry between thirty and forty bags” (Swan Hill Guardian and Lake
Boga Advocate, 1916).
This state of affairs had not changed by 1918, prompting the Swan Hill Guardian and Lake Boga
Advocate to write further on the matter, citing the wheat was being stacked by the river bank with no
way to get it across due to approaches to the punt being closed by heavy traffic. As the writer put it: “It
is incredible that such a state of Government can exist to refuse proper means to men on the land”
(Swan Hill Guardian and Lake Boga Advocate, 1918a).

3.1.3

The construction of the Tooleybuc Bridge

The 1920s and 1930s were a time of change in Tooleybuc. In response to ongoing and growing
pressure, the Tooleybuc Bridge was authorised and works began in September 1922. The cost,
estimated to come to £22,000, was to be shared equally between NSW and Victoria. The construction
works were given to Inspector T. Keating to oversee, who had previously resided at Moree. The
occasion was marked by an official ceremony whereby one of the oldest residents of the area, Mrs S.
Broomhead, was given the opportunity to drive the first pile, following which the inhabitants of
Tooleybuc hosted a “sports and ball at night” (Moree Gwydir Examiner and General Advertiser, 1922).
By 1923 however “very little progress had been made” according to The Land, who wrote that a
deputation of settlers and farmers were asking for the work to be sped up so that the bridge would be
ready for use come the next harvest. Mr. Ball, the Minister for Works at the time, responded to the
delegation by promising to: “accelerate the pace of the work in order to complete the bridge by the
end of the year if possible” (The Land, 1923). Despite this promise, the bridge was not formally
opened until Thursday the 19th of February, 1925 (The Argus, 1925). Due to the ongoing use of the
Murray River for river steamer transport the bridge was designed by Percy Allan as a timber truss and
steel lift span bridge, designed to open in order to let steamers through (NSW Office of Environment
and Heritage, 2009). Tooleybuc Bridge was Percy Allan’s final lift span bridge design (NSW Office of
Environment and Heritage, 2009).
A timber and tin cottage was constructed nearby Tooleybuc Bridge in the 1930s to act as residence
for the bridge keeper and his family. The site chosen for this cottage was the location of the old punt
crossing. From 1960 onwards, this position was undertaken by Bill Bax who resided there with his
family until his death in 1994. A memorial was erected in 1994 on the banks of the Murray River
directly behind the cottage. The memorial was to commemorate his work, reading: “In loving memory
of Bill Bax, caretaker of Tooleybuc Bridge, dearly missed by wife Jean and family. Residents of Bridge
Keeper’s Cottage 1960 – 1994”. Other members of the Bax family have been active in the town of
Tooleybuc over the years, with W. H. Bax listed on the 1933 parish map of Tooleybuc as the
purchaser of land number 28 off plan 2510. This section of land was located to the south of Grant
Street and the east of Cadell Street, directly adjacent to Lake Coomaroop.
The banks of the Murray River, directly behind the Bridge Keeper’s Cottage, has been utilised by the
community as a prominent position for memorials. A total of three plaques are positioned there,
including that for bridge keeper Bill Bax. Another, erected by the Tooleybuc/Piangil Action Group, is
dedicated to one of its workers, Cathy Scalora, who passed away in 1999. The other is dedicated to
the memory of Allan Kennedy, who gave service both to the Action Group and the project to restore
the Bridge Keeper’s Cottage. The Action Group is a local community initiative run by locals who are
committed to town and district improvements and runs out of the Tooleybuc Post Office.

3.2

History of Piangil

The town of Piangil is located on the edge of Victoria on the western banks of the Murray River (the
dividing line between Victoria and NSW). The section of the study area within the Piangil area is
comparatively small and consists largely of the road corridor leading to and from the Tooleybuc
Bridge, with land either side cleared and used for farming and grazing. In recent years part of the area
on the southern side of the road has been utilised as a public park and a fenced bridge maintenance
depot.
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3.3

Heritage Inventory Searches

AECOM undertook a search of relevant heritage inventories on 16 August 2013. Table 1 summarises
the heritage resource as currently listed on statutory registers (see also Figure 5-1).
Table 3-1

Heritage Items Identified on Heritage Inventories

Register

Items within Study Area

World Heritage List
National Heritage List
Commonwealth Heritage List
Register of the National Estate
Australian National Shipwreck
Database
NSW State Heritage Register

No listed items
No listed items
No listed items
No listed items
No listed items

NSW State Heritage Inventory
Victorian Heritage Register
Heritage Inventory Victoria
National Trust
S170 Registers

Wakool Local Environmental Plan
(LEP) 1992
Swan Hill Rural City Council
Heritage Study Stage II

Items in surrounding
region of Study Area
No listed items
No listed items
No listed items
No listed items
Lil Ruby (ID #1082)*

Tooleybuc Bridge Over Murray
River (Listing #01482)
Tooleybuc Bridge Over Murray
River (Listing #01482)
Tooleybuc Bridge (VHR #H0765)
Tooleybuc Bridge (Heritage
Inventory #(HR) H7527-0001)
Tooleybuc Bridge (File # B7327)
Tooleybuc Bridge Over Murray
River (RTA S170 Register Item
#4301077)
No listed items

No listed items

No listed items

No listed items

No listed items
No listed items
No listed items
No listed items
No listed items

No listed items

*Coordinates of the Lil Ruby Shipwreck listed on the Australian National Shipwreck Database (Latitude 34.525333, Longitude 143.204667) are incorrect. However, the database description of the shipwreck location at
the Wakool junction of the Murray River is outside of the study area, about 20 kilometres north of the existing
Tooleybuc Bridge.

3.3.1

Tooleybuc Bridge

Tooleybuc Bridge is listed on the NSW State Heritage Register, NSW State Heritage Inventory,
Victorian Heritage Register, Heritage Inventory Victoria, National Trust List and the Roads and
Maritime S170 Register. It is not included in the Wakool LEP, which covers the Tooleybuc area. The
reason for this is that the Wakool LEP was produced in 1992 and the heritage listing for the
Tooleybuc Bridge was not assessed until 1998 as part of the Murray Crossings Heritage Study
(Reinhold, 1998). The current heritage listings for the Tooleybuc Bridge were last updated 17 April
2009 (NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, 2009) and 3 November 2011 (Roads and Maritime
Services, 2011) (see Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-2).
RMS commissioned a strategic study into the conservation of timber truss road bridges in NSW,
which was completed in 2011 (Roads and Traffic Authority, 2011). The Tooleybuc Bridge was
identified for divestment from the RMS folio of NSW State Heritage Register listed items, as there are
other similar Bridges that better represent the Allen Truss lifting-span type.
The NSW State Heritage register contains the following statement of significance regarding the
Tooleybuc Bridge:
“Tooleybuc Bridge is assessed as being of State Significance, primarily on the basis of its technical
and historical significance. It is a representative example of all Allan timber truss road bridges. The
vertical lift span is a rare feature, and has associational links with the historic river trade, and has
much to reveal about late 19th century civil engineering and manufacturing technology. The
Tooleybuc Bridge is the last of the timber truss bridge’s [sic] with lift span built over the Murray River
and reflects a pivotal point in NSW’s history where the importance of navigable rivers as trade routes
is failing. Allan trusses were third in a five-stage design evolution of NSW timber truss bridges, and
Tooleybuc Bridge Replacement
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were a major improvement over the McDonald truss, which preceded them. Allan trusses were 20 per
cent cheaper to build than McDonald trusses, could carry 50 per cent more load, and were easier to
maintain. Completed in 1925, the Tooleybuc Bridge is an Allan type timber truss road bridge, and has
an Allan type vertical lift span to allow river craft to pass. As a timber truss road bridge, it has many
associational links with important historical events, trends and people, including the expansion of the
road network and economic activity throughout NSW, and Percy Allan, the designer of this type of
truss” (NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, 2009).

Figure 3-1

Tooleybuc Bridge seen from NSW Border looking west

Figure 3-2

Tooleybuc Bridge seen from NSW border looking south
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4

Methodology

4.1

Field Survey Methodology

The study area was inspected on Thursday 29 August 2013 by AECOM archaeologists Luke
Kirkwood and Dr Darran Jordan. A vehicle inspection was undertaken of the study area along
Tooleybuc Road on the Victorian side of the Murray River. A vehicle inspection was undertaken of the
study area in the NSW section along the Kyalite-Tooleybuc Road/Mallee Highway, Tooleybuc Street,
Murray Street, Lea Street, Tooleybuc Street, Wakool Street and Wood Street.
A targeted pedestrian inspection was undertaken of the banks of the Murray River up to 200 metres
on either side, as well as a transect on the periphery of north-western periphery of Lake Coomeroop.
The Tooleybuc Cemetery was also inspected for non-Aboriginal heritage context, although it is
located outside the study area and will not be intersected by any of the corridor options (refer to
Figure 4-1 for survey transects). The non-Aboriginal heritage sites identified during the background
review prior to the inspection, being Tooleybuc Bridge and the Bridge Keeper’s Cottage, were also
both inspected.
During the inspection, notes were taken on landform, ground surface visibility and areas of exposure.
Data was recorded on a hand-held GPS. The aim of the inspection was to identify any non-Aboriginal
heritage items within the development area. Photographic records of the inspection were also taken.

4.2

Significance Assessment Criteria

In order to understand how development will impact on a heritage item, it is essential to understand
why an item is significant. An assessment of significance is undertaken to explain why a particular site
is important and to enable the appropriate site management and curtilage to be determined. Cultural
significance is defined in the Australia ICOMOS Charter for the conservation of places of cultural
significance (the Burra Charter) as meaning "aesthetic, historic, scientific or social value for past,
present or future generations" (Article 1.1). Cultural significance may be derived from a place’s fabric,
association with a person or event, or for its research potential. The significance of a place is not fixed
for all time, and what is of significance to us now may change as similar items are located, more
historical research is undertaken and community tastes change.
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4.2.1

NSW heritage assessment criteria

The process of linking this assessment with a site's historical context has been developed through the
NSW Heritage Management System and is outlined in the guideline Assessing Heritage Significance
(NSW Heritage Office, 2001), part of the NSW Heritage Manual (NSW Heritage Office & NSW
Department of Urban Affairs and Planning, 1996b). The Assessing Heritage Significance guidelines
establish seven evaluation criteria (which reflect four categories of significance and whether a place is
rare or representative) under which a place can be evaluated in the context of State or local historical
themes. Similarly, a heritage item can be significant at a local level (i.e. to the people living in the
vicinity of the item), at a State level (i.e. to all people living within NSW) or be significant to the country
as a whole and be of National or Commonwealth significance.
Following amendments to the Heritage Act in 2009, to be of State significance an item must meet two
or more of the criteria below. Items can be deemed of local significance if they meet one or more
criteria. Included below is the list of NSW evaluation criteria.
Criterion (a)

Criterion (b)

Criterion (c)

Criterion (d)

Criterion (e)

Criterion (f)

Criterion (g)

an item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or
the cultural or natural history of the local area). The site must show evidence of
significant human activity or maintains or shows the continuity of historical process or
activity. An item is excluded if it has been so altered that it can no longer provide
evidence of association.
an item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person, or group
of persons, of importance in NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or
natural history of the local area). The site must show evidence of significant human
occupation. An item is excluded if it has been so altered that it can no longer provide
evidence of association.
an item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high degree
of creative or technical achievement in NSW (or the local area). An item can be
excluded on the grounds that it has lost its design or technical integrity or its landmark
qualities have been more than temporarily degraded.
an item has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural
group in NSW (or the local area) for social, cultural or spiritual reasons. This criterion
does not cover importance for reasons of amenity or retention in preference to
proposed alternative.
an item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of
NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area).
Significance under this criterion must have the potential to yield new or further
substantial information. Under the guideline, an item can be excluded if the
information would be irrelevant or if it only contains information available in other
sources.
an item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s cultural or
natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area). The site must show
evidence of the element/function, etc, proposed to be rare.
an item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of
NSW’s:
•

cultural or natural places; or

•

cultural or natural environments.

An item is excluded under this criterion if it is a poor example or has lost the range of characteristics
of a type.
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4.2.2

Victorian heritage assessment criteria

The Heritage Council requires the summation of the significance assessment into a succinct
paragraph, known as a Statement of Significance. The Statement of Significance is the foundation for
future management and impact assessment. The Victorian Criteria for assessing cultural heritage
significance is very similar to the NSW, but has eight evaluation criterion categories, rather than
seven as per the NSW heritage assessment criteria (Heritage Council of Victoria, 2008:34-35).
Included below is a list of the Victorian evaluation criteria:
Criterion A
Criterion B
Criterion C
Criterion D

Criterion E
Criterion F
Criterion G
Criterion H

historical importance, association with or relationship to Victoria's history of the place
or object
importance of a place or object in demonstrating rarity or uniqueness
place or object's potential to educate, illustrate or provide further scientific
investigation in relation to Victoria's cultural heritage
importance of a place or object in exhibiting the principal characteristics or the
representative nature of a place or object as part of a class or type of places or
objects
importance of the place or object in exhibiting good design or aesthetic characteristics
and/or in exhibiting a richness, diversity or unusual integration of features
importance of the place or object in demonstrating or being associated with scientific
or technical innovations or achievements
importance of the place or object in demonstrating social or cultural associations
any other matter which the Council considers relevant to the determination of cultural
heritage significance

In assessing significance for items in this work, the NSW criteria has been used for those items within
NSW, while the Victorian criteria has been used for those located in Victoria.
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Figure 4-1

Non-Aboriginal heritage survey transects
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5

Field survey results and significance
assessment

The majority of buildings in the study area appear to be of modern construction, with some close to
the Murray River possibly replacements for earlier buildings damaged during previous flooding
events. None of the earliest structures mentioned in historic literature, such as the original hotel and
church, are extant, having been replaced by newer structures. Two additional potential non-Aboriginal
heritage items were identified during the survey, both located on the Victorian side of the Murray
River. These items are described below and their locations are mapped on Figure 5. A significance
assessment of the Tooleybuc Cemetery is also included here. The cemetery is located outside the
study area and will not be intersected by any of the corridor options, but due to its proximity to the
study area an assessment of its significance has been provided. No assessment of Tooleybuc Bridge
is included here, as an existing statement of significance is included as part of its current listing (refer
to Section 3.3.1).
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Figure 5-1

Identified and potential heritage items
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5.1

Tooleybuc Bridge Keeper’s Cottage

5.1.1

Description

Tooleybuc Bridge Keeper’s Cottage is the habitation cottage associated with Tooleybuc Bridge,
located adjacent and to the north of the existing bridge on the eastern side of the Murray River, within
the bounds of Mensforth Park (refer to Figure 5-1). It is a restored 1930s era timber and tin cottage
with a historic punt gate, three memorial plaques and a modern information board associated with it,
all contained within the cottage’s curtilage (refer to Figure 5-2 to Figure 5-7).

5.1.2

Historical Context

The cottage was the residence of the Tooleybuc Bridge keeper and his family from the 1930s until
1994. The historic Punt Gate located adjacent to it was utilised historically to access the Murray River
punt crossing, prior to the construction of Tooleybuc Bridge. The three memorial plaques are all post1994 and relate to three individual Tooleybuc residents. These components are all part of the item
referred to here as the Tooleybuc Bridge Keeper’s Cottage. This item is located in NSW and has been
assessed under NSW criteria.
Table 5-1

Tooleybuc Bridge Keepers Cottage and Punt Gate Significance assessment

APPLICATION OF CRITERION
The Tooleybuc Bridge Keepers Cottage and Punt Gate are of local historical
Historical
significance, representative of the course of Tooleybuc’s development. The
significance
Punt Gate is representative of the original River crossing being replaced by the
SHR criterion (a)
Tooleybuc Bridge. The construction of the Bridge provided the incentive to
expand the Tooleybuc township, and the employment of a permanent bridge
keeper in the town is a physical reminder of the important role the Bridge and
the Keeper played in the early life and development of the town.
This item has historical associative significance as the Tooleybuc crossing of
Historical
the Murray River through the historic punt gate as well as association with the
association
Tooleybuc Bridge due to the bridge keeper and his family living at this location
significance
from the 1930s until 1994.
SHR criterion (b)
This item does not have aesthetic significance under this criterion.
Aesthetic
significance
SHR criterion (c)
The Tooleybuc Bridge Keepers Cottage and Punt Gate are of local social
Social significance
significance. The Bridge Keeper’s were important and central members of the
SHR criterion (d)
local community. The continued maintenance of the Cottage highlights the
importance that the community placed on the Bridge Keeper.
This item does not have technical significance under this criterion.
Technical/Research
significance
SHR criterion (e)
Although the Bridge Keeper’s Cottage is the only restored cottage located
Rarity
along the Murray River, the 1930s era tin and timber structure does not have
SHR criterion (f)
rarity significance based on the material structure itself. Other examples of
1930s tin and timber workers cottages are located in NSW, such as restored
cottages in the Blue Mountains (NSW Government, 2013), including the
heritage listed Pump Cottage (listing number MV054), cited as having local
significance due to historical association rather than any rarity for structure
itself. Similarly the Punt Gate and memorial plaque features do not have rarity
significance.
This item has no representative significance as it is a common type of 1930s
Representativeness
cottage construction with other examples of this class represented elsewhere
SHR criterion (g)
in NSW (as noted previously in the example of restored cottages in the Blue
Mountains (NSW Government, 2013), including the heritage listed Pump
Cottage (listing number MV054).
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5.1.3

Statement of Significance

The Tooleybuc Bridge Keepers Cottage and Punt Gate are of local historical, associative and social
significance. The Cottage and Punt Gate are representative of Tooleybuc’s historical progression from
a punt crossing to the construction of the Tooleybuc Bridge over the Murray River staffed by a
permanent Bridge Keeper. The site holds associative and social significance to the local community,
being the residence of successive bridge keepers from the 1930s until 1994. To a community focused
on the Murray River, the bridge keeper was an important and vital member of the community. This is
demonstrated by the erection of plaques memorialising the last keeper, Bill Bax.

Figure 5-2

Tooleybuc Bridge Keepers Cottage, view west

Figure 5-3

Historic Punt Gate adjacent to Tooleybuc Bridge Keeper’s Cottage, view west
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Figure 5-4

Memorial behind Tooleybuc
Bridge Keeper’s Cottage

Figure 5-5

Memorial behind Tooleybuc
Bridge Keeper’s Cottage

Figure 5-6

Memorial behind Tooleybuc
Bridge Keeper’s Cottage

Figure 5-7

Tooleybuc Bridge Keeper’s
Cottage sign
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5.2

Mooring cross historic site

5.2.1

Description

This historic site was a mooring point utilised for boats and ferries along the Murray River (refer to
Figure 5-1 for location). The timber mooring cross was embedded in concrete and has been attached
to an Aboriginal scarred tree by way of metal studs (refer to Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9). In addition to
having historic value as a mooring point for vessels along the Murray River, this site also has
Aboriginal cultural heritage value due to the scarred tree that the mooring cross abuts (Murray River
Scarred Tree 1 (MR-ST1)).
The Aboriginal cultural heritage values have been assessed in a separate report 2014) and the tree
has been registered as an Aboriginal archaeological site on the ACHRIS database. A local resident
confirmed that the site was as a place for boats and steamers to tie up. The local resident also stated
that he had lived in the area for around 40 years and the mooring cross predated his arrival to the
area. Based on this oral record of information, the mooring cross was erected at some time prior to
1973.

5.2.2

Historical Context

The mooring cross is in its original location, and is an example of contact between Aboriginal culture
and the later European river trade along the Murray. The Aboriginal significance of this item has been
assessed separately (AECOM, 2014). The below significance assessment refers specifically to the
historic mooring cross. This item is located in Victoria and has been assessed under Victorian criteria.
Table 5-2

Mooring cross historic site Significance Assessment

APPLICATION OF CRITERIA
Historical
association
significance
Victorian criterion (a)

Rarity
significance
Victorian criterion (b)
Educational or research significance
Victorian criterion (c)
Representative significance
Victorian criterion (d)
Aesthetic significance
Victorian criterion (e)
Scientific/Technical significance
Victorian criterion (f)
Social significance
Victorian criterion (g)
Other significance
Victorian criterion (h)

5.2.3

This item is of local historical significance as an example of
the historic river trade and traffic from Tooleybuc and Piangil
along the Murray River. It is also indicative of the interaction
between Aboriginal culture and European settlement in the
area, with a scarred tree having been used as an attachment
for the mooring cross.
The Mooring Cross is of local significance, it being rare to
see European uses super-imposed on Aboriginal scarred
trees.
This item does not have educational or research significance
under this criterion.
This item does not have representative significance under
this criterion.
This item does not have aesthetic significance under this
criterion a.
This item does not have technical or scientific significance
under this criterion.
The Mooring Cross and scarred tree are of local social
significance to the local enduring Aboriginal community as a
reminder of their continuing connection to the land.
This item does not have significance under any other
criterion.

Statement of Significance

The Mooring cross is of local significance for its historical, rarity and social associations. The Mooring
Cross is an example of the make-shift infrastructure erected along the Murray River to service the
vessels travelling along the River. It is also indicative of the interaction between Aboriginal culture and
European settlement in the area. The mooring cross is a rare physical reminder of the differing uses
and connections to the Murray River held by Aboriginal and Europeans. The scarred tree is of social
significance to the local Aboriginal community as a reminder of their continuing connection to the land.
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Figure 5-8

Mooring cross built into
Aboriginal Scarred Tree
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Figure 5-9

Mooring cross built into
Aboriginal Scarred Tree
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5.3

Engine display historic site

5.3.1

Description

An historic engine had been placed on display in a public park area near the mooring point and
scarred tree (refer to Figure 5-1 for location). Since the initial placement of the historic engine, a work
yard had taken up much of the park area, leaving it disused and evidently untended for some time, as
evidenced by vegetation regrowth over and around the area’s picnic tables. According to maker’s
marks on the historic engine, it was manufactured by “Marshall Sons & Co London & Gainsborough”
and displayed the chassis number 10289.
The engine had been placed within a raised wooden rectangular display enclosure. Wamba Wamba
Local Aboriginal Land Council CEO, who was present at the inspection, stated that the Mallee Steam,
Oil and Machinery Club (of which she was a member) had placed the historic engine on display within
the public park area on the southern side of Tooleybuc Bridge. The club has a focus on tractors,
steam engines and stationary engines, and had undertaken a program in the past to place vintage
vessels in display locations throughout the local area; this was one of their public displays.

5.3.2

Historical Context

This engine is not in its primary position, having been moved to this location as part of a historical
display. As a result there is no contextual heritage value tying it to this specific location. No
interpretation data has been supplied with the display, but a background search identifies the
manufacturers as a UK based machinery company that operated between 1848 and the late 1960s.
This was one of their single cylinder portable traction engines, of a type built from the late 1800s to at
least 1943, when the company name was altered slightly to “Marshall, Sons and Co Ltd” and their
output shifted to a focus on boilers, rollers, dumpers and concrete machinery (Grace’s Guide, 2013).
Working examples of the Marshall Sons & Co machines are currently maintained at Turon
Technology Museum (Castlenet Computer Services, 2013). This item is located in Victoria and has
been assessed under Victorian criteria.
Table 5-3

Engine display historic site Significance Assessment

APPLICATION OF CRITERIA
Historical
association
significance
Victorian criterion (a)

Rarity
significance
Victorian criterion (b)
Educational or research significance
Victorian criterion (c)
Representative significance
Victorian criterion (d)
Aesthetic significance
Victorian criteria (e)
Scientific/Technical significance
Victorian criterion (f)
Social significance significance
Victorian criterion (g)
Other significance
Victorian criterion (h)
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This item is of local historical associative significance
under this criterion as an example of the type of imported
farming machinery utilised in the local area. It has been
placed on display at this location by the Mallee Steam, Oil
and Machinery Club due to their assessment of its historic
value and local association.
This item does not have rarity significance under this
criterion.
This item does not have educational or research
significance under this criterion.
This item does not have representative significance under
this criterion.
This item does not have aesthetic significance under this
criterion.
This item does not have technical or scientific significance
under this criterion.
This item does not have social significance under this
criterion.
This item does not have significance under any other
criterion.
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5.3.3

Statement of Significance

This item is assessed as having significance under SHR criterion (b). It is assessed as having local
heritage significance. As a public display situated in a secondary context this item can be moved from
its current position, if required, and relocated without altering its heritage value.

Figure 5-10

Historic engine display

Figure 5-11

Historic engine display
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5.4

Tooleybuc Cemetery

5.4.1

Description

Tooleybuc Cemetery is located outside the study area, but due to its proximity to the study area an
assessment of its significance has been provided here for reference (refer to Figure 5-1 for location).
The cemetery is located to the east of the Tooleybuc town area on the northern side of the Mallee
Highway. Contained within a square parcel of land approximately 200 m by 200 m in size, the
cemetery has burials placed in roughly three areas, joined by dirt tracks. Currently bush scrub
regrowth and rabbit burrows have spread across the remainder of the cemetery area.

5.4.2

Historical Context

The earliest burials date back to the late 1800s, with Robert Crook buried in 1878 and Margaret
Wilkinson buried in 1890. There are also a number of unmarked graves throughout the cemetery,
most dating to the 1920s and 1930s. This item is located in NSW and has been assessed under NSW
criteria (refer to Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12).
Table 5-4

Tooleybuc Cemetery Significance Assessment

APPLICATION OF CRITERIA
This item does not have significance as an important part of NSW’s cultural or
Historical
natural history.
significance
SHR criterion (a)
The Tooleybuc Cemetery is of local associative significance through its
Historical
association with the local community. The Tooleybuc Cemetery is the final
association
resting place of several Tooleybuc residents from the 1800s until contemporary
significance
times, with the area still used as an ongoing place of burial.
SHR criterion (b)
This item does not have aesthetic significance under this criterion.
Aesthetic
significance
SHR criterion (c)
The Tooleybuc Cemetery is of local social significance for its association with
Social significance
the Tooleybuc community for both cultural and spiritual reasons, as the final
SHR criterion (d)
resting place of many of Tooleybuc’s past residents.
This item does not have technical or research significance under this criterion.
Technical/Research
significance
SHR criterion (e)
This item does not have rarity significance under this criterion.
Rarity
SHR criterion (f)
This item does not have representative significance under this criterion.
Representativeness
SHR criterion
criterion (g)

5.4.3

Statement of Significance

The Tooleybuc Cemetery is of local historical and social significance. The Cemetery is a historical
record of the residents who have lived and died in the area. It retains social significance for the
relatives of those buried in the Cemetery.
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Figure 5-12

1878 grave in Tooleybuc Cemetery

Figure 5-13

Unmarked grave in Tooleybuc Cemetery
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6

Summary of constraints

6.1

Central corridor

The central proposal corridor would potentially impact upon the historic engine, the historic mooring
cross connected to an Aboriginal scarred tree and the Tooleybuc Bridge Keepers Cottage with
associated punt gate and memorial plaques.

6.2

Upstream corridor

The upstream proposal corridor would potentially impact upon the historic steam engine and the
historic mooring cross connected to an Aboriginal scarred tree

6.3

Downstream corridor

The Downstream Corridor avoids impacts to all items of non-Aboriginal heritage significance identified
as part of the non-Aboriginal heritage constraints analysis.
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7

Recommendations

It is recommended that the preferred proposal corridor avoid direct impacts to the identified items of
non-Aboriginal heritage significance where possible. The identified items of non-Aboriginal heritage
significance include:
1. Tooleybuc Bridge Keeper’s Cottage, with the historic Punt Gate and three memorial plaques
(unlisted items having local significance) within the central and upstream proposal corridors on
the NSW side of the study area.
2. Historic Mooring Cross, embedded into an Aboriginal Scarred Tree (unlisted item having local
significance) within the central and upstream corridors on the Victorian side of the study area.
3. Historic engine on display in a public park area adjacent to the Historic Mooring Cross (unlisted
item having local significance) within the central and upstream corridors on the Victorian side of
the study area.
No further features or areas of non-Aboriginal heritage potential were identified within the bounds of
the study area.
Should the identification of the preferred proposal corridor and subsequent concept design
development identify that one or more items of identified non-Aboriginal heritage significance would
be potentially impacted by the proposal additional non-Aboriginal heritage investigations would need
to be undertaken, including the Statements of Heritage Impact (SOHI) for each affected item. The
SOHIs should comply with relevant Victorian and NSW State guidelines and would include
safeguards and mitigation strategies to minimise the potential direct and indirect impacts.
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